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Synopsis

VOLUME 2 NOW AVAILABLE AT: http://amzn.com/0996275444 ***SAME GREAT BOOK, NEW LOOK!*** A fun collection of 50 themed puzzles, with 15 words to find on each one! Perfect for both Adults and Kids! Large Print on puzzle and word banks makes the experience easy on the eyes! Makes for Hours of Entertainment!
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Customer Reviews

We Bought this large print word search, for my husband's "95" years young mother and she Loves It!!!! The letters are Huge and helps to keep her mind active and, she really enjoy’s it!!! Arrived quickly!!!!

This gets one star because there are spelling errors in the puzzles in this book.Puzzle 21 History:Ancient Egypt - PHARAOH appears in the word list, in the puzzle grid the spelling is PHAROAH.Puzzle 30 Holidays: Halloween - CAULDRON appears in the word list, in the puzzle grid the spelling is COULDRON.Puzzle 42 History - U.S.Presidents - JAMES K. POLK appears in the word list, in the puzzle grid the spelling is JAMES POLK Puzzle 50 Random - RETIREE appears in the word list, in the puzzle grid the spelling is RITIREE.These may seem like minor errors and they are, however these errors may cause problems for some people.I also bought volume two, however I have not begun to work any puzzles in it.
This book is huge! Great for sick days in bed (and I don't have to squint!).

Great word search, suitable for an older person and providing hours of fun.

Bought for the wife. Makes long car trips easier to be constantly occupied. Large print is easy on the eyes and concentration. The word puzzles are fun and informative.

I loved this .... my dad loved the extra large print... I will buy this again

It was a gift for someone with poor vision who loves word searches. She found the "Large Print" to be the same size as the standard print books she buys at the store.

Have to say these are really great! I buy them for my 94 yr old Mother and she really enjoys them.
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